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This special HTML version of our newsletter contains most of the information published in the 

"real" Sidereal Times . All information is copyrighted by TAAS. Permission for other amateur 

astronomy associations is granted provided proper credit is given.  
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UPCOMING EVENTS 



APRIL 

  

4-1     Monday:   Venus at greatest e. elongation. 

4-3  Wednesday:   Full moon. 

4-4   Thursday: * Board meeting. 

                * SFCC Observing. 

4-5     Friday: * UNM Observatory observing. 

4-6   Saturday: * TAAS Regular meeting at Regener Hall on UNM 

                  campus (see map on back page). 

4-9    Tuesday:   Asteroid Ceres stationary. 

4-10 Wednesday:   Last quarter moon. 

4-12    Friday: * Valencia Campus star party. 

                * UNM Observatory observing. 

4-13  Saturday: * GNTO Observing. 

4-17 Wednesday:   New moon. 

4-18  Thursday:   Asteroid Pallas at opposition. 

4-19    Friday: * UNM Observatory observing. 

4-20  Saturday: * McDonald Observatory visit/Campout. 

4-21    Sunday:   Lyrid meteor shower. 

4-23   Tuesday:   Mercury at greatest e. elongation. 

4-25  Thursday: * Observatory committee meets. 

                  First quarter moon. 

4-26    Friday: * UNM Observatory observing. 

4-27  Saturday: * Astronomy Day events. 

4-29    Monday:   Neptune stationary. 

4-30   Tuesday: * Marie Hughes Elementary school star 

                  party. 

MAY 

  

5-2   Thursday: * Board meeting. 

                * SFCC Observing. 

5-3     Friday: * UNM Observing. 

                  Full moon. Lunar Eclipse. 

                  Eta Aquarid meteor shower. 

5-4   Saturday: * TAAS Regular meeting. 

                  Mercury and Jupiter stationary. 

                  Venus at greatest brilliancy. 

5-5     Sunday:   Daylight savings time starts. 

5-8  Wednesday:   Asteroid Vesta at opposition. 

5-10    Friday:   Last quarter moon. 

5-11  Saturday:   GNTO Observing. 

5-12    Sunday:   Mother's Day. 

5-17    Friday:   Young Astronauts Club Sleepover. 

                  New moon. 

5-18  Saturday: * Chaco Canyon Star Party/Campout. 

5-20    Monday:   Venus stationary. 

5-22 Wednesday:   Pluto at opposition. 

5-23  Thursday: * Observatory Committee meets. 

5-25  Saturday:   First quarter moon. 

5-27    Monday:   Mercury stationary. 

                  Memorial Day. 

5-29 Wednesday:   Asteroid Ceres at opposition. 

5-30  Thursday:   Board meeting. 



  

 

NOTES: 

        TAAS      The Albuquerque AstronomicalSociety 

        GNTO      General Nathan Twining Observatory 

                  Call Bill Tondreau @ 263-5949 to confirm. 

        SFCC      Santa Fe Community College 

                  Call Brock Parker @ 298-2792 to confirm. 

        UNM       For UNM Observatory observing nights call 

                  Brad Hamlin @ 343-8943 to confirm. 

 

THE MARCH MEETING 

Mike Pendley called the club to order at 7:00 p.m. and we immediately got underway with our 

guest speaker, Rick Dittmann, of the National Weather Service.  

The first part of Rick's talk dealt with meteorological factors and fundamentals, and aspects of 

New Mexican weather and climate. The most important fundamental is the jet stream, of which 

three components--the polar, main and subtropical jets--affect the United States. Rick pointed out 

that storms form on, and move with the jet. He also pointed out that large high pressure systems 

deflect these jet streams. We learned that generally New Mexico sits on the south, or warm side 

of the main jet, and the subtropical jet--of greatest importance--very commonly flows overhead. 

Rick spoke of the recent "pineapple express," a moist southwest jet stream flow into New 

Mexico. The "express" is a far southerly deflection of the main jet originating from Hawaii! It 

appears to be developed around a stalled long wave jet stream trough (or low pressure system) 

centered off California. That's what was causing our murky high cloudiness in February!  

Rick also reviewed local and state wide precipitation rates using contour maps, demonstrating 

clearly the very strong correlation between elevation and high precipitation amounts. Locally, we 

might average 9 inches/year at the airport (5300 feet), but 15 miles east, in the Sandia 

Mountains, 30 inches might fall per year!  

Rick then explained the phenomenon of the summer monsoon. This occurs very simply when the 

moist tropical air of the inter-tropical-convergence-zone, or the equatorial low, migrates up into 

southern US by late summer. This moisture is wrung out by the higher terrain of Mexico, 

Arizona, New Mexico, Utah, and Colorado. In southern coastal California, the moisture is 

present, but generally unavailable because no condensation mechanism exists. Sadly, there is no 

way to avoid the summer monsoon in New Mexico, only the intensity can vary.  

Lastly, Rick covered the fascinating El Nino ("the child") phenomenon. We learned from Rick 

(and Barry too!) that El Ninos occur every winter season, last for about six weeks, and become 

apparent when surface temperatures of the Pacific ocean off Peru and Baja California rise, and 

anchovy schools move north towards cooler water, messing up the Peruvian fishing industry. It's 

when an El Nino is either intense, and/or lingers on into the late spring, or summer that things get 

interesting. Then they affect the U.S. in variable ways: floods and droughts. Basically, 

unseasonable warm waters off the Baja generate cyclones--both tropical cyclones and upper level 

lows--that can funnel (pump) moist winds into New Mexico. This moisture avails itself as wetter 



winters, springs, and stronger summer monsoons in NM, especially the Gila wilderness. Three El 

Ninos have occurred in the last five years, which Rick says is unusual, so deal with it.  

After a question and answer session with Rick, we had some announcements about Astronomy 

Day and the Messier marathon, followed by the social hour over cookies and coffee. Also, many 

thanks to John Spargo, and his fellow members from the Socorro Astronomical Society for 

making the journey north to our meeting! We appreciate that!  

Kevin McKeown  

 

THE APRIL MEETING 

The April regular meeting will be held Saturday the 6th, at 7:00 p.m. in Regener Hall on the 

UNM campus (see map on back page), and it should be a good one. The guest speaker will be 

Dr. Patricia Henning, of the University of New Mexico. Dr. Henning graduated from Wellesley 

College (BS Physics '84), and obtained her Master's and Doctorate degrees from the University 

of Maryland. Dr. Henning is an expert on obscured galaxies, and has been in the news very 

recently with the announcement of the discovery of a large, rich, cluster of galaxies hidden by 

dust of our Milky Way. She'll tell us the details of this cluster, its location, distance, cosmic 

significance, and how she found it. You may recall that Dr. Henning spoke to us about her 

discovery of the galaxy Dwingeloo 1, about a year and a half ago.  

Two other topics will be covered at this meeting. We'll talk about the results of the Messier 

Marathon, and give awards. We'll also share observations of Comet Hyakutake.  

Additionally, final plans for Carl's Texas trip, and Astronomy Day will be discussed. We'll have 

a show and tell item, courtesy of a TAAS member, and the usual social hour with cookies and 

coffee (don't forget to bring some goodies!). A map to Regener Hall appears on the back of the 

newsletter.  

Kevin McKeown  

 

PRESIDENT'S UPDATE 

There are many ways in which TAAS members can donate their time and effort to benefit the 

society and our community. Some activities are "in the public eye," if you will, and get 

immediate recognition. Others are better described as infrastructure and are often taken for 

granted--until something happens to disrupt it. The "Sidereal Times" is in many ways part of the 

TAAS infrastructure. Every month it is delivered to our mail boxes with information about 

Society activities, observing tips, descriptions of past and future meetings, etc. But how many 

times have we really thought about what it takes to get those few sheets of blue paper to our 

homes each month?  



In August 1989, Steve Williams thought about it and volunteered to take on the job of "Sidereal 

Times" editor. Since then, month after month, for almost seven years, Steve has assembled a first 

class newsletter for our enjoyment. Those of you that have contributed to the newsletter know 

Steve and know what a pleasure it is to work with him. This month's newsletter, Steve's 81st, 

will also be his last. Steve has decided he needs to move on to other things.  

Steve, I personally want to thank you for your years of service and dedication to TAAS.  

While this move will allow Steve to take on new personal challenges, it also presents TAAS with 

the challenge of finding a new "Sidereal Times" editor. With over two hundred and fifty 

ambitious and intelligent members I know there must be someone out there with the skills and 

the desire to fill this important position. If you think that you are up to the challenge or you just 

want to know more about the job, please give me a call at 296-0549 or send me e-mail at 

mycall@rt66.com.  

Mike Pendley  

 

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 29, 1996 BOARD MEETING MINUTES SUMMARY 

The meeting was called to order at 7:15 p.m. by Mike Pendley. Myra Galther presented her idea 

of setting up an Astronomy Day booth operated by young people for young people to get more 

young people active in astronomy. Gordon Pegue read the treasury report. The Society has 

$564.93, $4140.14, and $1696.56 respectively on deposit in the Education, Observatory, and 

General Funds. The next items of business was the presentation of the Society insurance policy 

for review and tax exempt certificates on items purchased for the Society.  

Gordon Pegue mentioned that the Lt. Col. Isengard telescope system is completely aligned and 

that the General Nathan Twining Observatory (GNTO) is now completely operational.  

Brock Parker then elaborated on what is being organized for Astronomy Day. Twenty tables will 

be available for displays by various astronomy related groups. Telephone lines will be set up for 

computers. Volunteers will be needed with telescopes for evening observing at the UNM 

Campus Observatory.  

Karina Running Horse followed with the privy report. Two port-a-potties can be rented for three 

days for $220 for the Messier Marathon at GNTO until a permanent restroom structure is built.  

Lisa suggested naming the Science Fair awards given by T.A.A.S. in memory of the late Col. 

Leo Broline. Gordon moved to have the Society Astronomy Northwestern New Mexico Regional 

Science and Engineering Fair Awards named the Broline awards in memory of the late Col. Leo 

Broline. The motion was seconded by Karina Running Horse and passed unanimously.  

Lisa presented a mug design for anyone to buy and to be given as complimentary gifts for guest 

speakers. Bill Galther moved to have at least a gross of the Society Mugs ordered as honoraria 



for guest speakers and for purchase by anyone. Ruth Pendley seconded the motion. Gordon 

amended the motion that the general fund be used to pay for the mugs and the proceeds to go 

back into the general fund. The amendment was agreed by consensus and the motion passed 

unanimously. Elinor Gates, Karina Running Horse, Bill Galther, and Kevin McKeown are the 

members of the mug design committee.  

Various activities were then discussed. The El Malpais event was cancelled. Logistics for the 

upcoming Messier Marathon were planned to help make this event a success. Carl Frisch talked 

about the upcoming McDonald Observatory trip in the Davis Mountains of West Texas. Other 

upcoming activities are public star parties for Comet Hyakutake this Spring, Jupiter and Saturn 

transits and Comet Hale-Bopp preview in late summer, and Comet Hale-Bopp viewing in the 

first quarter of 1997.  

Some of the new business items discussed were the Judging of the Northwestern New Mexico 

Regional Science and Engineering Fair, the September 26 Lunar Eclipse, participation at school 

astronomy events, and allocation of funds for operating expenses.  

Newsletter articles were assigned and the meeting adjourned at 9:35 p.m.  

 

SPRING TELESCOPE MAKING CLASS 

Several people told me that they want to build their own telescope but were unable to take the 

class that TAAS offered last fall. They asked if TAAS will be offering another anytime soon. I 

am now thinking that the middle to end of May would probably be a good time to schedule 

another ATM (Amateur Telescope Making) class. I still need to touch base with our event 

coordinator and secure a meeting place so I cannot give specific information at this time. I will 

try to have all the details worked out by the April general meeting and have flyers available. I 

will also publish additional information in the next "Sidereal Times." Until then I hope the 

following information will help you do some preliminary planning:  

Start Date: Week of May 20th  

Class Length: 6 weeks (1 night per week)  

Mirror kits: approximately $50-$400 depending on the size  

Additional Supplies: approximately $100-$200 depending on your ingenuity and how well 

stocked your garage is  

Please feel free to give me a call at 296-0549 or send me e-mail at mycall@rt66.com if you have 

any questions.  

Mike Pendley  



 

DOCENT REQUEST 

For those of you unfamiliar with the program, I just wanted to inform you that we (the T.A.A.S. 

membership) are involved in public education. We hold official star parties at various 

Elementary, Middle and High Schools around the area. The parties have been a great success and 

have been met with an even greater response. However, to keep this program up and running we 

need all of your help. Firstly, if you have a telescope and would like to come out for an 

occasional evening and share the skies with some kids, please contact me at 275-4797. I promise 

not to ask folks to come out too often. If you don't have a telescope and are thinking about 

buying one, this is the perfect opportunity to try different telescopes, as we need people to spell 

those that have brought out telescopes, and enable them to have a little rest. This will give you 

the chance to try various telescopes on for size, and aid you in the search for that perfect 

telescope that is just for you. We also need folks to run the slide show that will be shown at most 

star parties, especially those parties that get rained out. A Docent's job entails looking at your 

favorite celestial objects and allowing children and/or adults to share in the wonders of the 

Universe. A usual school star party lasts about 3 hours and we try to always schedule school star 

parties on Tuesday evenings. So, once again if you have any interest at all in joining our regular 

Docent group please contact me, Karina Running Horse at 275-4797.  

 

MCDONALD OBSERVATORY TOUR UPDATE 

Things are shaping up for the upcoming McDonald Observatory tour on April 20, 1996. Many of 

the lodges in the area are booked up, but our campground reservations and tour are firm. For 

those wishing to attend, an information sheet with maps and times is available. Just call me, Carl 

Frisch, if you wish an information sheet. My home number is 891-8978, or at work, 272-7238. I 

am leaving for Texas on April 7, after the April regular meeting of TAAS, so make sure you 

have all the information you need. I will be at the Davis Mountains State Park on the afternoon 

of April 17. See you then or at the Observatory Saturday, April 20th.  

 

ASTRONOMY DAY, 1996 

As you may know, our Astronomy Day is scheduled to be held on the 27th of April at Coronado 

Shopping Mall, here in Albuquerque. The event last year was a huge success, and this year's 

version will be truly a "latest and greatest." Some of the major exhibitors who are with us again 

this year include Phillips Laboratories, The Meteoritics Museum from UNM, The National Radio 

astronomy Observatory (VLA), New Mexico Tech, Sandia Labs, The National Atomic Museum, 

and last, but not least, the UNM Department of Physics and Astronomy and The Institute of 

Astrophysics.  

In addition to the exhibits and telescopes displayed in the Mall, there will be solar observing on 

the south patio Mall entrance with Bruce Levin, a hands on mirror grinding exhibit presented by 

Kevin Ferguson, A "kid's area" run by Kevin Jarigese of Edgewood Mid-school, and a major 



Star Party at UNM Campus Observatory in the evening, run by Brad Hamlin. The rules laid 

down by the Mall on moving equipment in and out of the Mall have been relaxed this year. If 

you wish to static display your telescope, and participate at the star party at UNM, you will be 

allowed to do so. If all of this wasn't enough, this year marks the first appearance of a Mercury 

Space Capsule and a twenty-one foot SKY DOME portable planetarium supplied, complete with 

operators, by the Space Center and Space Hall of Fame in Alamogordo, NM.  

The Astronomy Day schedule (for the moment) is as follows:  

Friday, 26 April 1996:  

8:30 p.m. until Midnight +--Setup at Coronado Mall  

We will need ten to twelve people to help move the display panels into the Mall. This "late" crew 

will be responsible for placing the display panels in the Mall, and to insure that all the tables and 

chairs supplied by the mall are placed at least close to the areas where they will be used.  

Saturday, 27 April, 1996:  

7:00 a.m. until 9:30 a.m.--Setup at Coronado Mall  

Continue the setup process, and direct those people from the museums, labs, etc., who will be 

setting up displays. Set up the mirror grinding area with its pavilion as well as the Kid's Area. To 

deal with any last minute "adjustments" that may have to be made.  

8:30 a.m. until 9:00 p.m.--Set up the solar viewing area  

9:30 a.m.--We should be ready!  

10:00 a.m.--Mall opens.  

6:30 p.m. until 10:00 p.m.--Set up the Star Party at UNM Observatory  

9:00 p.m. until DONE--Break down Mall exhibits, go home, pat ourselves on the backs...and 

expire!  

Astronomy Day so far has not been without a lot of labor on the part of the board of directors, 

especially by our Vice President and Librarian, Lisa. With hours spent on the telephone and in 

front of a typewriter, she has managed to gather an impressive list of participants. Our display 

panels have been redone by Bill Tondreau. All that remains to be done with the panels is to 

retouch the stain on the panel frames. Kevin Ferguson has obtained several donated mirror 

blanks and will set up a demonstration with his mirror grinding class in the "hands on area" in 

the patio of the south Mall entrance.  

HELP !!  



Volunteers are still needed! An event of this size and complexity has to have the complete 

support of the membership in order to be successful. The problem of set up and transport of the 

display panels is of particular concern, involving two coordinated crews to complete. We plan, as 

we did last year, to rent a cargo trailer to move the panels to and from storage at UNM. We also 

need people to help with the telescopes and displays inside the Mall. If you can help, even for a 

couple of hours during the day or evening, please contact one of the following:  

General help and static telescope display--Brock Parker 298-2792  

The kid's area at the Mall:  

Myra Galther 823-9251 Kevin Jarigese 832-6200  

Mirror Grinding at the Mall:  

Michael Pendley 296-0549 Kevin Ferguson 271-2512  

Solar observing at the Mall: Bruce Levin 299-0891  

Star Party, UNM Observatory: Brad Hamlin 343-8943  

We have also contacted the local media and expect that they will have coverage of Astronomy 

Day as well. All in all, this promises to be "one heck" of an Astronomy Day, well worth the 

effort of everyone who has (and will!) give up both time and considerable energy to the project. 

For all the work so far, thanks! As a final note, stay tuned for Saturn Safari II in August!  

Brock B. Parker Director, Astronomy Day  

 

VALENCIA CAMPUS STAR PARTY 

Once or twice a year, The Albuquerque Astronomical Society hosts a star party at the Valencia 

campus of the University of New Mexico. This year, it will be held on Saturday, 12 April, 1996. 

This event is usually one of the best attended events that appears on our schedule. We have the 

use of a football field located just south of the cafeteria, so there is plenty of room for as many 

telescopes as we care to set up. This year we have been promised more cooperation concerning 

the lights. Without these pesky lights this will be a true dark sky location.  

This event is a perfect time for those new members interested in purchasing a telescope to "check 

out the stuff." Likewise, if you have recently acquired a telescope and need help in setting it up, 

come on out and we will be more than happy to offer our assistance.  

Directions To UNM Valencia Campus From Albuquerque:  



Take I-25 south to exit 203, (Hwy. 6) Go east, across the river to the junction of N.M. 263. (first 

light past the Rio Grande river). Turn right (south) on NM 263 and go to the intersection with 

NM 47. Turn Right (south) on NM 47 and wind approximately 4 miles to Patrico Rd, just past 

the Tom Post office. this is marked with a Valencia Campus sign. Go left (east) on Patrico Rd. 

until the stop sign and turn left on La Entrada Rd. about a *mile turn right into the campus 

entrance. The Football field is on the south side of the campus and there will be someone there to 

direct you.  

Brock B. Parker  

 

THE OBSERVER'S PAGE 

by Kevin McKeown  

April Musings 

While poring over my Norton's Star Atlas one cloudy night, I discovered that the constellation 

Crux, the southern cross, lies directly opposite the constellation Cassiopeia in the night sky! 

Cassiopeia, the familiar "lazy M" or "lazy W" of the sky, is the signature constellation of the 

autumn stars for many northern observers. As you look to the north on an April evening, 

Cassiopeia then hugs the due northern horizon and Crux will be exactly opposite to your gaze. At 

this time, Crux is at "highest culmination" for southern hemisphere viewers. It is also at highest 

culmination for us, but it sits just below the due southern horizon by the same distance 

Cassiopeia sits above the due northern horizon. Since Crux is exactly opposite Cassiopeia in the 

celestial sphere, this means that Crux is observed in the southern hemisphere also as an autumn 

constellation. Whereas the five bright stars of Crux make a cross, the five bright stars of 

Cassiopeia form an M or W!  

Twining, February 17-18, 1996 

We had a very productive night at Twining Observatory this Saturday evening! Gordon Pegue, 

Carl, Robin, Bill, myself, and others attended. The biggest scope was Bill's 30 inch. Here's a 

sample of what we saw:  

--Planetary Nebula PK 205 +14.1 in Gemini: A surprisingly easy, detailed look at this very old, 

faint, large, low surface brightness planetary was gotten in Bill's scope using an oxygen III filter. 

It resembles a half moon! Some detail seen also. I've never heard of anyone vis 


